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Come this way, honored Odysseus, great glory of the Achaians, and stay your ship, so that you can listen here to our singing; for no one else has ever sailed past this place in his black ship until he has listened to the honey-sweet voice that issues from our lips; then goes on, well-pleased, knowing more than ever he did; for we know everything that the Argives and Trojans did and suffered in wide Troy through the gods’ despite. Over all the generous earth we know everything that happens.¹

Introduction

Every teacher has encountered the inherent conflict that is embedded in a question from a student. On the one hand, the simplest thing to do is to answer the question. But, answering the question can too easily reinforce the sage-on-the-stage model, where the instructor is the keeper of knowledge²,³. What the student gains is the answer, but it is unclear if the student can transfer the knowledge they have gained to a new situation. The student does learn one thing, however, and that is that the instructor can be an excellent shortcut to doing well in the class without needing to truly learn the material. The conclusion of such an approach is that a course becomes a rite of passage and grades a means of credentialing⁴.

An alternative is to withhold the answer and challenge the student to discover the answer on their own. This is the basis of pedagogical techniques such as Inductive Learning, Problem Based Learning, Flipped Classrooms and Just-In-Time Teaching²,⁵,⁶,⁷. The faculty know the material but intentionally design activities that allow students to discover the material for themselves. We become the “guide on the side”. This seems better if learning is defined as the ability to transfer knowledge and skills to new domains. But the inductive approach also enables the instructor to hide (from the perspective of the students) behind fancy sounding pedagogical techniques. In reality, we are still a sage, we simply don’t stand on the stage all the time. An inductive classroom is therefore only “flipped” in delivery, as we are still very much the arbiters of skill and knowledge.

What I will present is a way to assign problems and projects where the instructor is not the content expert. Faculty instead make a contract with their students to guide them without being able to direct them with regard to content. The end goal is for students to experience what it is like to
drive forward their own learning. I will call such an approach a Faculty Ulysses Contract. It is not an alternative to other pedagogical approaches, but rather can be used in synergy with many other forms of pedagogy.

First we will explore the historical context of the Ulysses Contract and how it has been used in other fields. Next we will explore what faculty and students gain from issuing Faculty Ulysses Contracts as well as how to weave in other pedagogical techniques. The article will conclude with some general advice on how to implement Faculty Ulysses Contracts. Throughout the paper are case studies that span required and elective courses, disciplinary and interdisciplinary environments, for-credit and extra/co-curricular programs. Also scattered throughout are answers to the common practical and philosophical barriers to faculty adoption. The paper concludes with a teaching war story along with how I recovered.

Ulysses and The Sirens

Ulysses is the hero of the epic poem the Odyssey. The contract comes from a very particular scene where Ulysses and his crew are sailing toward the sirenum scopuli islands. On the island are Sirens who have the most beautiful voices, but all who hear them cannot help but steer their ship into the rocky cliffs of the islands. Ulysses, wanting to be first to hear the sirens and live to tell the story, instructs his crew to tie him to the mast, plug their ears and not listen to any of his pleading until they are clear of the islands. The crew follow his orders and Ulysses becomes the first person to hear the sirens and live.

The scene has come to illustrate how self-imposed decisions at one time can constrain future actions. We know from a long line of psychological studies that when we make decisions in the moment, they are not always well thought out and may in fact be detrimental to us in the future\textsuperscript{8,9}. And even when we make a decision beforehand, if it is too easy to break that decision when it matters, it is an empty decision. Constraining our future actions in such a way that we cannot change that decision has becoming known as a Ulysses Contract (sometimes also called Self-Paternalism\textsuperscript{10}). The canonical example comes from the therapy of addiction, where an alcoholic will pour their liquor down the drain in a moment of clarity to prevent drinking at a later moment of weakness. As individuals we do the same, making professional and personal sacrifices, saving our earnings for retirement, and investing time and energy into our children when they are young. Cultures also engage in a similar type of collective Ulysses Contract when they pass laws that might be painful in the short-term but beneficial in the long run. The theoretical grounding for the contract comes from game theory where choosing to move down a one-way path forever changes future strategies and actions\textsuperscript{11,12}.

Although the Sirens are often portrayed as sexy temptresses in pop culture, what they are offering, as evidenced in the quote above, is knowledge. The dilemma is that much of our educational system enables, and in most cases rewards, taking the shortest path to knowledge. As a result, even very well-tested pedagogy (e.g. problem based learning, active learning\textsuperscript{5}) can break down when a faculty member is continuously being pestered to yield information. What compounds this dilemma is that sometimes answering a question might be essential while at other times it is merely...
a convenience for the students. There is no clean dividing line between the two. The result is that a vicious cycle of cue-action-reward\textsuperscript{13,14} is established in the classroom. The student asks a question (cue), the faculty member resists answering (action), and the student complains (no reward for faculty or student). The idealistic claim of inductive learning is that through repeated use, a student will learn that a faculty member should not be their first-stop, and begins to look for the answer themselves. Their action is then rewarded with the recognition of a deeper understanding and a virtuous cycle is reinforced.

What can too easily destroy this cycle is that it is potentially weak at every point. The student may simply stop asking questions (no cue), and the faculty member may not know if this is because students are working hard or not working at all. The faculty member may in a moment of weakness cave in and start answering questions (a sage-type action). The reward may become intentionally or unintentionally focused on a pure right-wrong dichotomy, reinforcing grades as the focus rather than transferable learning and good learning habits. The literature on inductive pedagogy has answers to all of these potential means of short circuiting the learning environment that are summed up in best practices\textsuperscript{2,15,16}. But unless all of these best practices are followed, the learning environment can break down.

What is needed is a way to change the cues and rewards to establish a robust virtuous cycle of good learning habits. What we propose here is that moving the source of knowledge out of the hands of the faculty member is one way to make the learning process more robust. To more clearly illustrate how this is implemented in a classroom, a case study is presented from a required junior-level biomedical engineering signals and systems course.

**Case Study: Biomusical Instruments, Interactive Fashion and Toys (BMEG 350)**

A traditional signals and system course will focus on a range of theoretical topics and perhaps supplement by labs or long-term projects\textsuperscript{17}. In this traditional format, learning is a flow of knowledge from the faculty member to the students. Even in more inquiry-based courses, the instructor has in mind the core knowledge, and structures assignments in such a way that students discover on their own what the instructor intends for them to discover.

To flip this paradigm, I brought into my class the Bucknell Improvisation Intensive Ensemble (BIIE). BIIE is a collective of musicians, dancers, poets, and artists, led by a jazz musician turned clinical professor of music, who co-improvise. I challenged the BIIE musicians and my engineering students to co-create non-traditional “biomusical instruments”. Engineering teams worked with the musicians to design and build a device that would record one or more biological signals and transform them into coherent sound. A requirement was that the system should work in real-time and contain no prerecorded sound sequences. Both constraints were made to allow musicians to freely improvise. BIIE visited the class on several occasions and made suggestions throughout the semester. They pushed the engineering students in new directions, often teaching them a good deal of music theory in the process\textsuperscript{18}.

The challenge to the musicians was that they would performed in public on these instruments
at the end of the semester. In this regard, the faculty leader of BIIE was also engaged in a Faculty Ulysses Contract with his own students - challenging them to do something that he had never done before. A significant byproduct of the collaboration was that the musicians learned a good deal of signals and systems.

While the biomusic project clearly was a Faculty Ulysses Contract, I am one of the founding members of BIIE and have a strong music and improv dance background. In future versions of the signals and systems class, I intentionally changed the theme such that I would have far less experience. In subsequent years I issued other challenges around Interactive Clothing and Toys and Games. As a further contract for myself, I have very publicly stated to others at my college that I will change the theme each year. I anticipate future topics being perhaps Disaster Relief or Military Applications.

**Criticism: There is Content Students Need to Know**

A criticism that is leveled against any form of inquiry based learning is that the faculty member will not cover all of the “necessary” topics. Clearly engineering students must graduate with both depth and breadth of technical skills, and the four year curriculum is a constraint. As a result, required courses must pay careful attention to accrediting bodies, professional licensing tests, industry needs, and graduate school preparation. The usual answer back is that true learning occurs when a student can transfer knowledge and skills to other situations. Inquiry based learning may not teach (from the faculty perspective) as much, but transferable learning (from the student perspective) does occur. The Faculty Ulysses Contract is a form of inquiry based learning and as such it is susceptible to the criticism above. It would be simple at this point to simply reiterate the typical answer to the critics.

The Biomedical Signals and Systems (BMEG 350) class is a core course in the curriculum and contains several ABET direct assessment points. To satisfy these requirements there are quizzes on technical material, formal team-based labs, and an individual lab practicum. The Ulysses Contract is in play only during the project. But within the project there are still some ABET direct assessment measures. I have found that with some guidance students often come up with more rigorous and creative ways to demonstrate that they have met the learning objectives. The only drawback for the instructor is developing a meta-assessment tool that can be used for all of the individual student assessments. In reality, it is easier for the faculty member because the students are doing the vast majority of the assessment themselves.

Do not mistake the above as implying that students learn whatever it is that strikes their fancy. Rather the faculty member takes a more active role in explaining the bounds of the learning. In the process, students understand in much greater depth the intentions of the faculty and better understand what it is that is being learned. Rather than learning goals and assessment being a burden, they can serve to provide clarity and help make decisions in the uncertain environment of an open-ended project.
Criticism: Learning Requires Structure

Without a content expert, however, there is an additional and perhaps more serious concern. Can a faculty member provide the structure and feedback (both formal and informal) that are needed for learning to occur? Nearly all of learning science points to structure as a critical property of a learning environment\textsuperscript{19,20}. In fact, a good portion of this paper is meant to answer this important question. Below is the seed of an answer that will be amplified throughout the remainder of the paper.

In many cases a Faculty Ulysses Contract requires more structure and feedback, it is simply of a different form. In the above biomusic example, the engineering students still learned the topics of a more traditional signals and systems course through formal homework, quizzes and labs. It was only in the semester-long project where the faculty member ceded expertise. Furthermore, there were many checkpoints, reviews (both formal and informal) and consequences for missing a checkpoint, as detailed elsewhere\textsuperscript{18,17}. Students still received summative and formative feedback throughout the process. As a continuation of an answer about structure, below are the deeper theoretical and practical foundations for issuing a Ulysses Contact.

Learning Theory and Real World Decisions

There has been much learned over the past half century about how people learn\textsuperscript{19,20}. One leading theory, although debated in the literature, is that of the Social Constructavists who argue that learning is a social process. Groups create knowledge for one another in a culture that is collaborative\textsuperscript{21,22}. Even when a student reads a book and 'learns on their own' this is only one small part of learning. In their reading, they have engaged in the social process of reading another's words. According to the theory, part of the learning process is also demonstrating to others, in either formal or informal ways, what has been learned. The traditional classroom format is social, but it is mostly one-way from faculty to students. Inquiry-based and collaborative learning creates a two-way interaction between faculty and students as well as between students. The Faculty Ulysses Contract makes the social interaction even tighter because the faculty member is now intertwined in the social construction of knowledge. What is created is a learning community\textsuperscript{23,24} where the knowledge hierarchy becomes blurred. Students who discover something useful to the group are proud to share what they have learned, earning social capital among their peers and instructor recognition.

A more practical position is that students get better at what they practice. Like all adaptive biological entities, students will become proficient at navigating the environments they have had time to explore\textsuperscript{25,26}. If their environment is highly structured, they will learn to operate in an ordered environment very well. On the other hand if the environment is entirely unstructured, they will do their best to cope with the disorder. The real world is a mix of order and disorder. So with the goal of preparing our students for the real world, it makes sense to create a classroom environment that has a balance between order and disorder.

Counter to what many faculty members might think, learning and making decisions in the real
world (e.g. business, politics, research, and design) is achieved all the time without having a central repository of knowledge. Even decisions that appear to be made by one person are in reality socially constructed. This is the basis of the learning organization\textsuperscript{27} as well as the building of innovative cultures\textsuperscript{28,29}. What a Faculty Ulysses Contract does is to allow students to make decisions in situations where the boss (in this case the faculty member) does not have all of the answers, yet can provide feedback that is both summative and formative. Someday they will likely have a boss, but that boss will not “know” the material in the same way that a faculty member “knows” the material. Perhaps the most powerful preparation a student can receive in college is how to continue to make forward process in a noisy environment when there is no ultimate arbiter\textsuperscript{30,31,32}.

### What Students Gain

Students stand to gain a great deal in a classroom that operates under a Faculty Ulysses Contract. Of most importance, students become their own Chief Learning Officers. Building upon business language, the faculty member may be the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), but the students are at the C-level. And just as in the business world, a C-level employee can make very high level decisions and sometimes even challenge the CEO. For example, in business, the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) might question a CEO about a financial decision or action. A student should be in a similar position when learning is the matter to be discussed. To stretch the analogy farther, a CFO would be expected to give their opinion on financial matters but also would be required to demonstrate a high level of competence. A CFO is also more singularly focused on the financial operations of a company, just as a student should be navigating the class with a more singular focus on their own learning.

The natural extension of this thinking is to allow students to determine some of the learning objectives that supplement those chosen by the faculty member. This only makes sense in an environment where the student will at some point know more about the details of the project than the faculty member. Of course the degree of control will vary. In fact, in several of the case studies given throughout this paper, I have required students to create their own project-specific learning objects, and then self-assess their achievement of these objectives. Grades are based on the alignment between their objectives and their assessment, not whether they achieved their objective. In nearly all cases, I have found students to be harder on themselves than I would be.

Many students have not had an honest interaction with a faculty member during their time in college. To students, faculty are a stepping stone toward bigger and better things. To faculty, students are a means of propagating our hard-earned knowledge and wisdom. Both attitudes break down honest conversation. Furthermore, few students have been honestly entrusted with their own learning - faculty feel the need to micromanage most aspects of the course. A Faculty Ulysses Contract starts with the assumption that there will be an honest back and forth and that students can be trusted. This is surprising to most students. Just like Ulysses needed to trust that his men could operate on their own, we must do the same. So as not to be too idealistic, this is only a starting point - sometimes honest two-way communication and trust will breakdown. This is an important learning moment. And often a breakdown is not only easily repaired, but if handled right, can lead to better communication and trust. What emerges is a more healthy relationship.
Students gain what they wanted all along - to learn what will help them later on. And faculty gain what they want - deeper respect from their students.

The focus so far has been largely on skills and knowledge. But as we are exiting the knowledge-based world in which we were educated, attitudes and mindsets are being recognized as more important factors of later success\(^\text{33,34,35,36,37}\). In the literature these attitudes include grit, curiosity, self-efficacy, the growth mindset and others. Whatever the makeup or nature of a mindset, most pedagogical methods short circuit the development of these mindsets. To take one specific mindset, we know that students are more intrinsically motivated when they have autonomy over their work, see the purpose of their work, and can gain mastery through their work\(^\text{34}\). Yet faculty are under the impression that what they cover in the classroom is the most important part of the class. By many estimates, however, only about 10-20% of a student’s waking time is spent in classrooms\(^\text{19}\). So if deep learning is going to taking place, some significant learning must take place outside of the classroom. What we observe in our classrooms is therefore just the tip of the learning iceberg. Framed in this way, building intrinsic motivation in the classroom will pay off for students, not only in our classrooms but throughout their careers.

**Criticism: I Will Lose Control of the Class**

How does a faculty member maintain classroom order and forward progress toward learning goals? Some more concrete ideas will be presented in a later section. Here I will consider two archetypal characters that maintain control of a group. First is the drill sergeant who commands respect due to rank, and maintains order based upon the threat of punishment. We can do something similar, using our status to demand respect and grades as a weapon. The inductive approach can certainly temper the tone, but there are often some (perhaps uncommunicated) learning bar over which students are being asked to jump. Based upon this uncertainty, students may be scared or shamed into performing well.

A second approach is to become a cognitive coach. The term most often used in the learning literature is a cognitive apprenticeship\(^\text{38}\), but what is described is very much like the unique relationship between a player and coach. Whereas the coinage of our realm is the grade one receives, the coinage of athletics is playing time. Yet rather than give a one-size-fits-all approach, an athletic coach offers strategies and tactics to their players so they can try them on to see what fits best. The assessment of a player is not based soley on their performance in a game - they are assessed on process, mindset, engagement, teamwork, effort and other aspects that may not show up directly or right away. And a good coach rewards individual improvement, not performance relative to others on the team. The form of the reward (or punishment) is also varied. Unlike grades where we might bemoan inflation, playing time is a resource that is limited by the rules of the game and so coaches have found other means to reward or punish. Verbal praise, recognition by peers and other such means are sometimes more powerful. An athletic coach also recognizes that not every player will become the player they once were - in other words, not all players (in fact few) will become coaches. Perhaps most importantly, a coach is a role model. The mindset they bring to their coaching is the mindset that will spill over to their players. A good coach does not maintain order through just sticks and carrots, but rather by creating a rich learning environment where the
rewards are multi-dimensional. Becoming a cognitive coach is an alternative that we can use in the classroom. The following case study illustrates this model.

**Case Study: KEEN Winter Interdisciplinary Design Experience (K-WIDE)**

Bootcamps, Hack-a-thons and other intensive experiences have become popular extra-curricular experiences at many schools\(^{39}\). The faculty who run these bootcamps acknowledge that they are not the experts in the particulars of the student projects. Some assign Wicked Problems\(^{40}\) - very large societal problem that will need to be attacked through some combination of technological, political, social and other means in a coordinated fashion. Excellent examples are the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) Grand Challenges\(^{41}\), Google Moonshots\(^{42}\) and the MIT Solve-ForX\(^{43}\). It is known at the onset that any individual, group, or institution is not going to solve the problem in its entirety. The reason for tackling a grand challenge in a classroom or bootcamp is therefore to highlight processes, decisions and cognitive skills, as well as to build an awareness of how all significant engineering problems are embedded within larger, and often times conflicting, contexts. From a pedagogical perspective, such wicked problems become a way to prevent short circuiting of the learning process.

I have co-led a ten-day January bootcamp for second year engineers for the past four years where they tackle a Wicked Problem. They get no credit or pay and participate simply out of their own intrinsic motivation to learn something new. The details of the program and philosophy are outlined in other sources\(^{39,44}\), but for the purpose of this paper, what is important is that the instructors purposely pick a challenge that they know little about. This turns our role into something different - the focus is not on the products, pitches or processes but rather the mindsets that one must adopt to take on a big challenge. We asked our students to consider their project from many viewpoints – not just the 5 foot view of *how* to solve their problem, where most engineers spend their time, but also the 50,000 foot view of *impact* on the world. Near the end of the program, each student sketches out the process they followed. They were all unique, but there were some important themes. None of them were the simple design process found in textbooks. Instead, they were tangled non-linear webs of activities – exactly what is needed to solve messy tangled problems. And their drawings contained a high number of non-traditional design topics - economic, ethical, historical, social and political impact - that were integrated into the traditional design process. In essence, they had learned to view engineering design in a wider context.

Without grades or credits, our role becomes that of a cognitive coach - a motivator, guide and emotional support. All feedback becomes formative. Self-reflection naturally becomes a major focus of the program. We can praise more extremely and hold up good work as an example to the rest of the group. But, we can also take an individual aside and give them an honest, sometimes harsh, appraisal of their learning progress. There is no true penalty and we can honestly give feedback without a student fearing the impact on their grade.

The first offering of the program focused on the NAE Grand Challenge Urban Infrastructure. At the end of the ten days, we had six new products. One was a bus seat that would be a regular seat most of the time, but fold up into the ceiling, and would have straps to accommodate more people
during rush hour. Another was a playground swing that would harvest energy and create a wireless network for the parents, or in the developing could store that energy to be used to light houses at night. Other themes have been Human Weight and Disaster Relief.

**Why Engineers?**

A Faculty Ulysses Contract could very likely be useful in other disciplines. But it is particularly important for engineering students at this time. The history of engineering has been one of oscillations between a focus on theory and practice. We are in the midst of engineering becoming more about practice in the real world. The consequence is that more and more engineers are in direct contact with many arenas where there is no “right” answer and a solution must be socially constructed. This is an important lesson for any young engineer, as their role will be to create solutions in the context of a complex problem. It is not that raw knowledge is unimportant or should not appear in an engineering curriculum, but rather that at some point the “right” answer must include the context of the problem that is being solved.

An appreciation for context is important, but all too often it is forced in an engineering curriculum - we teach topics such as ethics and economics in particular courses and do our best to make them relevant. A Faculty Ulysses Contract naturally brings in many contexts. The open-ended nature of the problems are very rich with opportunities to point out where economics, ethics, politics, standards, marketing, and a whole host of other areas become important. For example, in the biomusic project a group of students were attempting to understand how keystrokes on their laptop were being mapped to ASCII characters in software. This provided an excellent opportunity for the entire class (including me) to download the standard (ISO/IEC 9995) and take a look at it. We followed this up with a short, general discussion of standards. Although standards are embedded within another class in our curriculum, many students commented that this was the first time that they understand why the faculty made such a big deal about standards.

**What Faculty Gain**

There are significant benefits to the faculty member too. One of the important functions of a faculty member is to be a role model. In the long-run, we take much greater pride in the example we have set for students rather than the knowledge our students have gained from us. It is what they remember after they graduate. Yet in most teaching situations we are an idealized role model - measured by how “smart” someone can become after years of study. We keep our cool and make rational decisions because we already know where the class is going. The Faculty Ulysses Contract can establish a faculty member as a much more realistic role model. We can display for them good habits of mind and action when they matter the most - when conditions are uncertain.

Courses that use a Ulysses Contract reward students who adopt a learning mindset. In the absence of a “right answer” to grade, the grading must instead focus on good processes, reasonable decisions, and best intentions. The result is that faculty can quickly identify those students who
may not perform the best in a traditional class, but are self-motivated, can make good decisions in a fuzzy environment, and don’t get as frustrated by set-backs. I have found that these are the types of students who will succeed in the more open-ended environment of my research lab.

One rationale for the teacher-scholar model at many institutions is that the two primary jobs of a faculty member should work synergistically. A Faculty Ulysses Contract can be a mechanism for a faculty member to remain current in a field. This is of particular importance when a faculty member teaches some classes that are not squarely within their narrow research program. On the teaching side, there are rewards too. Simply dusting off notes and assigning the same (or very similar) projects from year to year is not a sustainable model for a career. Faculty will discover new pedagogical tools because they will actively search out other instructors and tools that will aid them. In this regard they will become more capable of guiding future students, both in the classroom and the research lab.

The Ulysses Contract also can have a more profound impact on the mindset of the faculty member. All of our training is based on the idea that content comes first, and it is through content mindsets will emerge. This is the basis of most education all the way through graduate studies. What the Faculty Ulysses Contract highlights is that when mindsets come first, knowledge in a new content area can more easily follow. For faculty, this realization can encourage more adventurous exploration in their own projects.

**The Institute for Leadership in Technology and Management (ILTM)**

Traditional case studies lead a reader through a dilemma where a decision must be made in an uncertain environment. The way most case studies are taught is to read the setup of the problem first, let students struggle with the problem, and think about what their actions might be. Then the real decisions and actions are revealed and the consequences analyzed. A Live Case Study is a bit different because the decision has not yet been made by the company - it is a “live” problem.

Live case studies form the basis for the Institute for Leadership in Technology and Management (ILTM). ILTM is a six-week, non-credit bearing summer program where an interdisciplinary group of students engages in a live consulting project for an industry sponsor. During the day students visit corporate sites, engage with C-level and VP-level executives, and hear academic talks from faculty on topics that range from marketing and ethics to engineering design. During non-class times, students are engaged in their consulting projects. They visit their client, conduct regular email, phone and Skype conversations and conduct a great deal of outside research. Through their research they must refine the problem statement, generate possible solutions, make recommendations and then give guidance as to how to execute those recommendations. The program culminates in a 100+ page consulting report and a three hour consulting debrief with the clients. Students do much more than simply make recommendations; they share the academic frameworks that underly their recommendations. Throughout this experience, the faculty mentors can only act as guides.

Over the 20+ years of the history of the program, many businesses have gone on to not only
implement the solutions, but also hire students after they graduate. In a study that is ongoing, the clients report out that the main reason they hire ILTM alumni is because they know that they make critical decisions in an open-ended environment.

**What Students and Faculty Gain**

There are some elements of a Faculty Ulysses Contract that help both students and faculty. At some very basic level, learning requires change. That change might be contained within one person or within many, but the total learning that takes place will almost by definition be higher when a Faculty Ulysses Contact is issued. If the goal of a classroom is to maximize learning, then a co-learning model certainly is rich with possibilities. It is often the case that students learn a concept, procedure or process that the faculty do not know themselves. It is important for the faculty member to notice this, not be threatened by it, and have mechanisms by which the students can share their experience. Accomplishing this flips the model of who is the content expert.

Stories are created in classes with Faculty Ulysses Contracts. It is important for students to recognize the stories they are creating. I will often pair projects with a sequence of reflective assignment to bring out these stories. The resulting stories become powerful examples that can be used during interviews to demonstrate how one will function in a situation that more closely mimics the real world. The projects can also become outstanding showpieces for a faculty member too, often leading to recognition as an innovator.

**Criticism: I Already Do This**

Many instructors have already adopted some form of Faculty Ulysses Contracts with their students, for example in the arena of design, research and advising student clubs. Recognizing a contract for what it is means that you can become more intentional about building a robust learning environment. It can also help prevent falling into the trap of reverting to the classroom persona of the content expert.

Research projects engage students in an area where the faculty member is an expert, but does not have all of the answers. We know from our training that research is inherently an adaptive process. The learning value of taking on a research student is therefore to show them up close how to navigate a path by being an adaptive expert. The key difference, however, is that in most research experiences, the faculty member still maintains the role of expert and arbiter. What is critical to student’s learning in these situations is how much control they have over the decisions they are making. A faculty member can be on a spectrum from making all decisions without explaining them, to allowing the student to be self-directed in their decision making. This spectrum mirrors the typical research maturity from undergraduate, to graduate, to post-doctoral fellow to faculty member. A Faculty Ulysses Contract can help transition students in our research labs along this spectrum from not making any decisions to making most of their own decisions.
Many senior design programs operate with a type of Faculty Ulysses Contract – either by working with an external partner or on internal projects that have not been solved (e.g. a Live Case Study). The faculty are often not exactly within their area of expertise and are learning alongside their students. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why some departments have certain faculty who gravitate toward senior design, while others do everything to avoid design courses. Likewise, among those design oriented faculty, some gravitate toward legacy projects, where they already have a much better feel for the project, while others may move toward new projects. The measure used for research can be applied here as well - how much decision making power do students have over the path that is followed? It is likely that the more decision making power they have, the more they will learn.

Advising student clubs is another arena where a faculty may not have content expertise but can share processes and mindsets. A great deal of learning can occur when students take on a leadership role in a student-run club. This is a parallel concept to them becoming Chief Learning Officers. Learning how to guide, rather than drive, a student club can be a powerful way to experiment with a Faculty Ulysses Contract.

**Case Study: Quantitative Neurophysiology Project (BMEG 441)**

Cooperative and Collaborative Learning\(^{24,23,22,21}\) occurs when groups learn from one another. In many classes the cooperative dynamic that arises is orchestrated in some way. For example, the faculty member may break students into groups to accomplish some task. In a Faculty Ulysses Contract, cooperation can arise more naturally. As long as I do not forbid or discourage it, I have found that students naturally share hard earned information with their peers. For example, I have watched, on multiple occasions, as one person in a group would take charge of the software (or hardware) for their project, and then schedule meetings (unbeknownst to me until later) with the other software (or hardware) gurus from other groups. I become a near-peer and am engaged in the learning community too.

For nearly a decade I have taught a senior-level neural engineering elective course\(^{50,18}\). In addition to the theoretical content, an individual project provides the opportunity for students to chose a particular neural-related topic that is not covered in the course. Around this topic they much construct three artifacts for three different audiences. For the Layperson, artifacts can range from a pamphlet to a commercial to a science fiction story. For the Engineer, artifacts can range from an annotated drawing to a computer simulation. For the Clinician/Scientist the artifact could be the introduction and methods for an experiment, a review article or in some cases an experiment they conducted. Along the way students must collect and analyze examples of the types of artifacts they will create, and extract the features that will make them successful at conveying information to their target audience. As I am not an expert in their areas, students are required to have a “Buddy” - a peer from class that they meet with on a regular basis to share ideas, test communication modes and critique their analysis of the found artifacts. While I oversee this process, a significant portion of the assignment (both in terms of work and evaluation) is to learn from and with a peer. Over the years, the range of projects and combination of technical depth and creativity has been far beyond what I have seen in my more traditionally taught courses.
Assessment

The student feedback has been obtained from all of the case studies above. Preliminary assessment has taken two forms. First are comments that appear on university-mandated course evaluation forms (n=177 across multiple classes and course offerings). Second is a more targeted survey to the Fall 2014 Neural Signals and System class (n=14) and Biomedical Signals and Systems (n=18) class. Both data collection methods have been approved by the Bucknell Institutional Review Board.

Course Evaluations

At the conclusion of all courses (e.g BMEG 350 and BMEG 441) students provide both numerical and open-ended feedback. In general the open ended feedback is on the general strengths and weaknesses of the course. During K-WIDE and ILTM, students are asked throughout the program to reflect on various aspects of their experience. Questions have not been targeted specifically to the Faculty Ulysses Contract concept. The comments below have been chosen due to their relevance to the current project.

Many students expressed frustration with the process. Most students made some reference to the environment being one that encouraged self-directed growth. And the freedom they had in making decisions and their importance of those decisions to others. Some students made the connection to the real-world. And they commented on how the process necessarily needed to be adaptive. In all of the team-based projects, students had insights into group work. Student comments to support these finds are in Appendix A.

Faculty Ulysses Contract Survey

To gain more targeted insights, the following questions were asked of the Fall 2014 Neural Signals and System class and Biomedical Signals and Systems classes as part of their end-of-course evaluations.

1. What aspects of the project structure/assignments helped the most?
2. What was the most difficult/frustrating part of the project?
3. In what ways did you find yourself coping with the instructor’s lack of knowledge about the specifics of your project?
4. What was most rewarding aspect of this approach?
5. Did it help or hurt that the project was team-based?
6. What suggestions do you have for the future?

Many students reiterated similar comments to those above. I focus below on the themes that arose from their comments. Many students enjoyed the freedom they had in choosing their project and
its direction. Students found a range of strategies for dealing with the lack of instructor content knowledge. Some students recognized and could express the connection between the Faculty Ulysses Contract and their growth. And some students provided useful opinions on the process. There were certainly some minority of students who were critical of the approach. Student comments to support these finds are in Appendix B.

Evaluation is ongoing and future publications will refine the questions as well as gather data from ILTM and K-WIDE.

Tools for Success

Trying a Faculty Ulysses Contract can be daunting and is perhaps not for all faculty. Offered below are some general thoughts on trying a Faculty Ulysses Contract.

- If you are the expert, then feigning ignorance is not a Faculty Ulysses Contract and is instead a pedagogical technique – “I know but I want you to discover it for yourself”. This is more akin to the inductive or problem based learning approach.

- The idea of a Faculty Ulysses Contract can be tried out by being more intentional with research students, senior design advising and student clubs.

- I presented the Faculty Ulysses Contract as an all-in process, where an entire course or project is modified. In reality this is far from necessary. It is possible to set aside just one class to try with your students.

- The mindset that a faculty member must have to issue themselves a Faculty Ulysses Contract spills over to the students.

- If you want students to learn basic knowledge or skills, a contract may not be the best option. However, if the intent of the course is: 1) to go more deeply into some set of knowledge or skills, 2) to target higher level cognitive skills (e.g. upper levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy) or 3) to target a mindset, a Faculty Ulysses Contract may be a useful tool.

- Students will be uncomfortable. Recognizing that will be a key to success. Reassuring them that you know this is hard for them, and being honest that this is actually harder for you as well, will help build some empathy. Praise when they get something right is critical as is encouragement to adopt good methods and processes rather than to get the answer.

- Reward mindsets, effort, processes and progress rather than outcomes. Learning objectives are so often skill- and knowledge-based because these can be easily measured. But deep down, most higher level objectives are not content specific. It is possible to reward decisions and intentions rather than answers.

- Reflection is a powerful tool in highlighting learning in many environments\(^3,22,38\). But reflection becomes vital in open environments. A Faculty Ulysses Contract is not just all about doing – reflection is necessary for deep learning to occur.
• Reviews (both formal and informal) are a type of group reflective exercise. During a project, it is possible to arrange for various panels composed of students, other faculty, or outside constituents to give constructive feedback. After a project is over it can be useful to have a post-mortem. Another variation is to have a pre-mortum at the beginning of a project with the goal of identifying possible process bottlenecks and discuss previous experience that might be brought to bear in navigating the project.

• Like any pedagogical approach, one becomes better and more confident with practice. There are also some more specific tricks that I have found helpful.

• Students should be given the opportunity to show work that will demonstrate how they have become experts in something. This may occur at any point in the course, but it should be structured in such a way that students can share with others how far they have come.

• Let students know what you are doing and why? Dedicate some classroom time to talk about the pedagogical reasons for issuing a Faculty Ulysses Contract and express that you are excited to try this out yourself. Let them know that you are trusting them. This may include that you want them to become their own chief learning officers and that you view your role as a cognitive coach.

• Students will need to be reminded at times that you are still in charge and have many things to teach them. Wait for moments when you can show students your expertise. For example, there are wonderful moments when I have been able to step in and troubleshoot a circuit in one minute (it is almost always a problem with a ground!) that a student has spent hours trying to fix. This type of moment is more powerful than anything I could say.

• Peer input and collaboration across groups can arise naturally. This should be encouraged whenever it is observed.

• It can help to have ungraded or lightly graded assignments that lead to a larger graded work. This allows faculty to give guidance and feedback without it being punitive. The environment in the class can absorb risk and refocuses students on learning lessons early so they can be used later in the course. It also sends the message that you want them to do well.

• Just like in diving or gymnastics, where some routines have a higher possible point total, project grades can have a maximum point total. I have used only a few levels – 100%, 90% and 75%. When students turn in initial project proposals, I score them by how ambitious they are. Groups then can make the decision to scale up or down their project. In this way it is clear that there are two ways of arriving at a grade of 87%. It could be that a 90% project was attempted and done well, or it could be that an ambitious project (100%) was attempted but fell somewhat short. This scoring systems keep students honest about the very real balance between ambition and execution.

• It is sometimes possible to have flexible deadlines for assignments. This is important especially when the pathway to be followed is unknown. The group is responsible for turning in the assignment sometime within a range of times. Left to their own devices, I have found that students will always turn in assignments at the last possible date. To mitigate this, I will often have a target date within the range. If a group does not turn in their assignment by that
target date, that immediately triggers a meeting with me to determine why they are behind.

- I have sometimes drafted up a written contract with my students to make clear how much freedom they have been granted. The contract can scale the degree of decision making freedom. I often will scale the freedom to the level of the course - less freedom in lower level required courses, more freedom in upper level non-credit baring programs.

Case Study: A War Story

This article has painted an admittedly idealistic picture of implementing a Faculty Ulysses Contract. There will be tension between the faculty, who stress learning, and students, who may myopically focus on grades. This problem is exacerbated when the faculty member gives up control of the content. Many of the academically successful students will rebel against a methodology that rewards learning in a way that they have not encountered before. It is not easy to be a cognitive coach to everyone, and in larger classroom it may not be possible. All of these issues and more arose in one implementation of the signals and systems course.

My teaching evaluations for my Fall 2013 offering of BMEG 350 were almost a full two points (on a five point scale) below my usual averages. In written comments the students complained that I did not know the specifics of their project. Others went as far as to state that I should not be teaching this particular course because I had not mastered the material (I have written textbook on signals and systems). Some said that I was unfair because some groups received more help than others (the first time I have been accused of being unfair). Still others said that this course had nothing to do with engineering, asking for problem sets with definite solutions. Perhaps the most damning, however, was their claim that they didn’t learn anything. This was demonstrably false in that their projects were some of the best I had seen.

What was interesting was what happened after the course was over. Students went off to other classes, and later that summer to internships. They are currently halfway through their senior design project. And what has come back from multiple students are updated comments. For example, one student related that in retrospect the experience marked when he began to think of himself as an engineer. Another student said that she finds herself talking about the project as her most significant accomplishment so far. Two others have said that the project is their go-to example when talking to family members, friends and potential employers. The most recalcitrant student in fact became my teaching assistant for the following year. He did a wonderful job, not only in helping students, but in making the case for a Faculty Ulysses Contract to this new group of students.

Conclusion

Faculty have worked hard to be the experts in their discipline. Ceding the position of expert is not only terrifying but seems to run against our own investment in learning an area in great depth. But just as Ulysses gave up his authority to ensure a better future for all those aboard his ship, we can do the same within our classrooms. The Faculty Ulysses Contract introduced here is not
as much a pedagogical technique as it is a mindset that a faculty member adopts. We become cognitive coaches and our students become their own chief learning officers. The end goal is to guide students in the development of good learning habits, the confidence to make their own decisions, and the ability to find or create their own content knowledge. All of these qualities are more important than raw content, especially given that jobs are shifting away from the algorithmic manipulation of content. We must remember that we are training students for jobs that do not yet exist. To remain functioning members of the workforce for a 40+ year career, they will need to continue to develop these skills and our classes can be a first important step.
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APPENDIX A - Student Course Assessment

Many students expressed frustration with the process

- “Although I did learn a lot about signals and systems, in the end I was frustrated almost the entire course”. (BMEG 350)
- “We tried a project that was way too hard. We should have backed off once we realized we wouldn’t make it”. (BMEG 350)
- “After the first day or two I could see glimpses of “maybe this is could be good for me…” but the anguish I was going through really made me question why I had paid to shortened my break and do this but now I don’t and don’t expect to regret anything. In just a few days I have not only made huge gains in my technical and electrical understanding, but I’m seeing the physical products of all the planning we struggled through before and it’s making it far beyond worth it.” (BMEG 350)
- “I was very frustrated throughout the whole assignment, but I learned to cope with inner anger and still be productive”. (ILTM)
- “The mistakes and successes that my group experienced along the way will also be important lessons that I will consider in my future endeavors”. (ILTM)
- “Sometimes I felt direction-less, sometimes even helpless. But it is such unfamiliar content and process that pushed me out of my comfort zone. I learned more from working on my project than I ever expected!” (ILTM)
- “All the members of my team were put in a very uncomfortable situation and we were all faced with an ethical dilemma that we were not suited to deal with”. (ILTM)
- “More structure for the project would help but would ruin our ability to pick our own path.” (BMEG 441)

Most students made some reference to the environment being one that encouraged self-directed growth

- “This course changed me as a person.” (BMEG 441)
- “It really allows individuals to learn and grow in an environment free of restriction and order, which is great in order to express that creative element within”. (BMEG 350)
- “It allowed for personal discover that help solid many of the key learning objectives of the class”. (BMEG 350)
- “I challenged myself to learn something new, but rather the entire process has challenged me to constantly learn and adapt”. (K-WIDE)
- “…we were inspired and motivated enough to overcome our lack of knowledge”. (K-WIDE)
- “I think the most valuable things I have learned so far is how to go after and achieve my own goals and how to teach myself”. (K-WIDE)
- “This experience so far has definitely made me more confident in my engineering abilities”. (K-WIDE)
- “This program pushed me beyond capacity and really taught me what I am capable of doing”. (ILTM)
- “The playing field was leveled in terms of who was a good engineer and who was not. And I found out that I’m a pretty good engineer”. (BMEG 350)
- “Being thrown into a difficult project and succeeding has definitely improved my confidence. I really proved to myself what I am capable of and will refuse to do anything less”. (ILTM)
- “I learned so much more because I got to learn about things that fueled my interests.” (BMEG 441)
- “I had never had such free reign on a course and I really enjoyed seeing how diverse everyone’s projects became.” (BMEG 441)
• “. . . .requires you to think very very deeply about the topics. I was surprised how much I liked that”. (BMEG 350)

And the freedom they had in making decisions and their importance of those decisions to others

• “they are not looking over our shoulders the whole time, helping us deal with all the little hiccups we have had. We really have to figure out everything on our own”. (K-WIDE)
• “Its hard to explain but the freedom to be able to go out and create your own vision, your own project and be solely responsible for its completion is a unique experience that I am taking much from”. (K-WIDE)
• “It was up to the individuals within the team to hold each other accountable and work on their own schedules to meet the requirements”. (K-WIDE)
• “I have also learned more about how my decisions and actions can affect more people than I may realize”. (ILTM)
• “He trusted our group to do a good job at the project.” (ILTM)
• “I found it really interesting to start from scratch. It helped to teach us how to use outside resources as there were many obstacles that we had to overcome when designing the project”. (BMEG 350)

Some students made the connection to the real-world

• “The project felt more like an assignment in the real world, rather than a ‘stupid’ college project”. (BMEG 350)
• “The project seemed to diverge further and further from the textbook as we worked more on the project”. (BMEG 350)
• “the real world is never as straightforward as we plan it to be”.(K-WIDE)
• “That experience of problem solving and diagnosing is not something that can be learned from a textbook and is a truly valuable asset I could bring to a company.” (BMEG 350)
• “A much greater understanding of the professional process and what types of projects you have to do in the “real world”. I now feel much more comfortable “tossing around” business ideas and concepts; I gained a lot from viewing the business world from all different perspectives.” (ILTM)
• “It presents a real life situation in which it’s ambiguous and realistic. We learned how to deal with these circumstances and get results.” (ILTM)
• “KWIDE prepares me for the working place, helps me recognize the potential that I have by trying out new things and taking risks knowing that I might fail but would learn in the end”. (K-WIDE)

And they commented on how the process necessarily needed to be adaptive

• “As much as we tried to think ahead to plan every step that we would need to create, every day we faced new challenges that we did not previously foresee and we had to design a new plan to work around them”. (K-WIDE)
• “It took me a while to understand that even the most difficult moments are essential to the design process and creating a meaningful and impactful product”. (K-WIDE)
• “Our instructors actually wanted us to fail, and learn and then fail again”. (K-WIDE)
• “Books are good, but they just can’t give you the lessons you learn from actually working on a project. I also learned that the engineering design process isn’t a perfect by the book system. It constantly changes and adapts to what you are working on and is much more work than I ever imagined”. (K-WIDE)
• “As Bucknell Engineering students we’re uncomfortable with failure. I learned that real engineers, innovators, and even professors can and will fail”. (K-WIDE)

In all of the team-based projects, students had insights into group work

• “It gave us an opportunity to work on making group decisions, troubleshooting making something work - this was the first project I’ve worked on where results were a real portion of the grade - not as process dependent as previous projects”. (K-WIDE)

• “I disregarded my doubts of others and put my full faith in my team as we each took over separate aspects of the project. Completion of the project would have been impossible if we hadn’t been able to fully invest ourselves in our respective duties. To do that, we needed to learn to trust each other.” (BMEG 350)

• “It was clear that when someone was passionate about the work they were doing they produced much better quality”. (ILTM)

• “I learned how to deal with different personalities and how to leverage different peoples skills in different scenarios”. (ILTM)

APPENDIX B - Student Survey Comments

Many students enjoyed the freedom they had in choosing their project and its direction

• “There were nearly infinite possibilities of what we could do. It was fun to be both technical and creative at the same time”.

• “I thought the lack of your (faculty) knowledge helped created an incredible range of projects that all truly excelled in many areas”.

• “I had little outside influence from you and was able to really create something and tailor my project to my own interests”.

• “When you are your project’s own ‘boss’ and nobody else knows how to solve your problems, there are times when you are just hopeless - but you find a way to find the answers”.

• “Making my own decisions was the best part”.

• “I don’t know if I ever produced something that was so much 100% my own. There was never a need to compromise.”

• “The end product was completely, wholly and fundamentally mine. And I was impressed with my final documents and how much I actually learned”.

Students found a range of strategies for dealing with the lack of instructor content knowledge

• “I found myself talking to my peers a lot more and using them as resources”.

• “Buddy meetings were helpful. I think I will find buddies in the future”.

Some students recognized and could express the connection between the Faculty Ulysses Contract and their growth

• “All the engineering, all the thinking, all the philosophy, all the work was done by me. The result was quite surprising”.

• “I learned more in this class about my own potential than any other class I have ever taken”.

• “I am really proud of the work I completed”.
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• “I learned to actually enjoy ambiguity because of the freedom it provides”.

• “It gave me this confidence to believe that I am capable of learning other stuff from scratch, and after a little guidance, all by myself”.

• “Our team learned how to really scope a project and not pick something that was too big or too small for us and our skills, not what the instructor thought was the right size”.

• “We were able to push ourselves, and wanted to, but to stay within our own personal limits. I think everyone was stretched”.

• “We truly understood what we were doing and why.”

And some students provided useful opinions on the process

• “It was awesome to work with my professor to troubleshoot rather than him simply telling me how to fix the problem”.

• “I found out that the enthusiasm of the instructor with your projects is more important than his knowledge about it”.

• “I wasn’t constantly worried about if I knew the material well enough. It allowed me to freely explore in my own direction knowing that the instructor wasn’t able to judge my project based on the content but rather the decisions I was making. I also felt like ti [sic] made the project more enjoyable for him too.”

• “The assignments and the timeline allowed our team to assess the feasibility of what we wanted to accomplish for our project, but the decisions were still up to us.”

• “Adding a midterm grade would be really helpful”.

• “Capping groups at 4 would be good. 5 was too many”.

There were certainly some minority of students who were critical of the approach

• “I did not like this method and I think I would have learned a lot more if he actually knew what he was talking about”.

• “The most difficult part was receiving no graded feedback throughout the project from the instructor”.